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Bietigheim-Bissingen, January 2018 
 
Transfer memories, snapshots and beautiful moments to a variety of surfaces, thus designing 
individual gifts and home accessories. Photo Transfer and Photo Transfer Candle, available as 
individual products and in a set, now offer even more possibilities to conjure up with photos.  
 
Photo Transfer - for photos that impress 
Photo Transfer Medium is now available in a 50 ml or 250 ml container and in two different sets. 
The transparent medium is water-based. Printed motifs or sayings (laser prints) are transferred to 
a variety of surfaces with Photo Transfer Medium. After a drying time of 12 hours or 8 minutes with 
a hair dryer, you can moisten and rub off the paper – leaving the transferred design. 
 
Transparent Mattlack Varnish is used to varnish over the pictures, whereby the paper fibre residues 
disappear and the picture colours become brighter. This is suitable for wood, canvas, glass, 
ceramic, metal or papier mâché, amongst other things. 
 
New: the photo transfer technique also works on candles or wax items. You can also use the same 
technique to transfer the motif with Photo Transfer Medium. After the drying time, you can varnish 
over the candle with special Candle Lack Varnish, a protective candle varnish with a protective, 
flame-retardant wax layer. You can add further embellishments to your candles and make them 
even more unique with Marabu Candle Liner.  
 
New: the Photo Transfer Set  
The set with a stylishly designed box includes all media, varnishes and tools that are needed to 
transfer photos, motifs or lettering to a variety of surfaces: 50 ml Photo Transfer, 50 ml Aqua Matt 
Varnish, a squeegee, brush and detailed instructions.  
 
New: the Photo Transfer Candle Set  
The box of the tasteful set already puts you in the mood for designing candles. It includes all the 
necessary media, varnishes and tools that are needed for transferring photos, motifs and lettering to 
candles: 50 ml Photo Transfer, 50 ml Candle Lack Varnish, a squeegee, brush and detailed 
instructions. As a little extra, the set also includes a silver Candle Liner for individual decorations. 
 

Online services: Both photo transfer techniques are explained in detail in new video tutorials with 
great models and set the mood for the world of Photo Transfer.  
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Marabu Photo Transfer 
 For impressive photo and motif designs 
 


